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ABSTRACT
Context. The abundance and spatial distribution of dwarf galaxies are excellent empirical benchmarks to test models of structure
formation on small scales. The nearby Centaurus group, with its two subgroups centered on Cen A and M 83, stands out as an
important alternative to the Local Group for scrutinizing cosmological model predictions in a group of galaxies context.
Aims. We have obtained deep optical images of three recently discovered M 83 satellite galaxy candidates with the FORS2 instrument
mounted on the Very Large Telescope. We aim to confirm their group membership and study their stellar population.
Methods. Deep VI-band photometry is used to resolve the brightest stars in our targets. Artificial star tests are performed to estimate
the completeness and uncertainties of the photometry. The color-magnitude diagrams reveal the red giant branch (RGB) stars allowing
to use the Sobel edge detection method to measure the magnitude of the RGB tip and thus derive distances and group membership for
our targets. The mean metallicity of the dwarf galaxies are further determined by fitting BASTI model isochrones to the mean RGB
locus.
Results. We confirm the two candidates, dw1335-29 and dw1340-30, to be dwarf satellites of the M 83 subgroup, with estimated
distances of 5.03 ± 0.24 Mpc and 5.06 ± 0.24 Mpc, respectively. Their respective mean metallicities of 〈[Fe/H]〉 = −1.79 ± 0.4 and
〈[Fe/H]〉 = −2.27 ± 0.4 are consistent with the metallicity-luminosity relation for dwarf galaxies. The third candidate, dw1325-33,
could not be resolved into stars due to insufficiently deep images, implying its distance must be larger than 5.3 Mpc. Using the two
newly derived distances we assess the spatial distribution of the galaxies in the M 83 subgroup and discuss a potential plane-of-
satellites around M 83.
Key words. Galaxies: distances and redshifts – Galaxies: dwarf – Galaxies: groups: individual: Centaurus Group – Galaxies: pho-
tometry
1. Introduction
It is well-known that dwarf galaxies trace the “fine structure of
large-scale structure” (Binggeli 1989). The imprinted informa-
tion in the spatial distribution of dwarf galaxies provides an ex-
cellent test bed for structure formation models. Hence the search
for optically elusive dwarf galaxies in the Galactic neighbor-
hood is an important contribution to better understand the 3D-
distribution of baryonic and non-baryonic matter. Besides us-
ing 3D spatial information for cosmology, the census of dwarf
galaxies in group environments gives insight into the properties
of the local universe (Tully 1988). The need for such fundamen-
tal empirical input makes it necessary to systematically search
the sky for yet undetected dwarf galaxies. Such an investigation
is typically conducted in two steps: (1) find unresolved dwarf
candidates in large-field imaging surveys (e.g. Huchtmeier et al.
2001; Chiboucas et al. 2009; Merritt et al. 2014; Müller et al.
2015; Karachentsev et al. 2015; Javanmardi et al. 2016; Müller
et al. 2017a,b; Park et al. 2017; Henkel et al. 2017); and then
(2) establish distances with ground or space based telescopes
(e.g. Jerjen et al. 2001; Jerjen & Rejkuba 2001; Karachentsev
? Based on observations collected at the European Organisation for
Astronomical Research in the Southern Hemisphere under ESO pro-
gramme 097.B-0306(A).
et al. 2007; Chiboucas et al. 2013; Danieli et al. 2017; Smercina
et al. 2017; Makarova et al. 2018). Alternatively, deep imaging
surveys can resolve dwarf galaxies directly into individual stars,
especially in the Local Group (Koposov et al. 2015; Kim et al.
2015) and nearby groups (e.g. Sand et al. 2014; Monachesi et al.
2014; Crnojevic´ et al. 2014, 2016). The latter approach, how-
ever, can only be done for nearby dwarfs or by a trade-off in the
area of the surveyed field.
The nearby Centaurus Group is made up of the Centau-
rus A (Cen A) subgroup at a mean distance of 3.8 Mpc and the
slightly more distant M 83 subgroup at 4.9 Mpc (Karachentsev
et al. 2002, 2014; Tully et al. 2015; Tully 2015). The group
has approximately 100 galaxy members, of which approximately
50 percent have accurate distance estimates, mainly based on the
HST program conducted by Karachentsev et al. (2007), but also
from various ground-based measurements (Jerjen et al. 2000;
Crnojevic´ et al. 2014, 2016). The halo of the Centaurus Group
extends over 3.5 Mpc, from 3 Mpc to 6.5 Mpc along our line-
of-sight (see Fig. 11 of Müller et al. 2017a). Behind the group
is a vast, empty region devoid of any matter called the Local
Void (Tully & Fisher 1987). Because the Cen A subgroup is the
most massive, gravitationally bound galaxy aggregate in the Lo-
cal Volume (LV, Karachentsev et al. 2004, 2013) and the M 83
subgroup is less abundant and further away, it is intrinsically dif-
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ficult to allocate dwarf galaxies unambiguously to a subgroup
without accurate distance measurements.
In Müller et al. (2015) we reported the discovery of 16 new
dwarf galaxy candidates around M 83 using wide-field imaging
data collected with the Dark Energy Camera. This survey was
subsequently extended to the entire Centaurus Group, leading to
the detection of another 41 candidates (Müller et al. 2017a).
An intriguing feature in the dwarf galaxy distribution of
the Cen A subgroup has been recently reported by Tully et al.
(2015): all but one dwarf galaxy around the host galaxy Cen A
(= NGC 5128) known at that time were aligned in two highly
flattened planes (vertical scale height rms ≈ 60 kpc). However,
with the addition of the new dwarf galaxies only one of the two
planes seems to be statistically significant (Müller et al. 2016).
This plane of satellites shows some remarkable similarities to
the planes of galaxies in the Local Group (LG, Pawlowski et al.
2012, 2013; Ibata et al. 2013) – it is perpendicular to the promi-
nent dust lane of Cen A; it contains an aligned stellar stream from
the disrupted dwarf galaxy dw3 (Crnojevic´ et al. 2016), and the
extension of the plane is aligned with M 83. However, the most
striking feature is the correlation in phase-space. Using the avail-
able line-of-sight velocities measured for half of the confirmed
Cen A satellites, Müller et al. (2018) discovered that most satel-
lites with measured velocities share a coherent motion within
the satellite plane, making it the third case of a co-orbiting satel-
lite system in the local universe and the first outside of the LG.
A quantitative comparison to cosmological simulations showed
that this feature is as unlikely (<1%) as it is in the LG. Hence the
Centaurus Group of galaxies is an ideal environment for carrying
out cosmological tests outside of the LG.
A fundamental observational ingredient to facilitate such
cosmological predictions are accurate distances to dwarf galax-
ies. At a mean distance of ∼ 3.8 Mpc (Karachentsev et al. 2004,
2013) for the Cen A subgroup it is possible to resolve the bright-
est red giant stars with an 8m class telescope at a good site (e.g.
Rejkuba et al. 2001, 2006; Crnojevic´ et al. 2013). In this paper
we present deep VI stellar photometry based on the observations
taken with the FORS2 instrument mounted at VLT for the three
of our dwarf galaxy candidates (dw1325-33, dw1335-29, and
dw1340-30), and establish tip of the red giant branch (TRGB)
distances for two (dw1335-29 and dw1340-30). The third dwarf
candidate dw1325-33 could not be resolved into individual stars.
2. Observations and data reduction
Our targets were the three dwarf galaxy candidates dw1325-33,
dw1335-29, and dw1340-30, a subsample from the 16 candi-
dates found by our team in the M 83 subgroup (Müller et al.
2015). In the left column of Fig. 1 we show the discovery im-
ages observed with the wide-field Dark Energy Camera mounted
at the prime focus of the Blanco 4-m telescope at CTIO. A to-
tal of 5.2 hours of VLT time in Service Mode was subsequently
allocated to the follow-up observing run 097.B-0306(A) under
excellent observing conditions: dark time and seeing better than
0′′.6, which are necessary to resolve asymptotic giant branch
(AGB) and upper red giant branch (RGB) stars at a distance of
∼ 5 Mpc. Deep V and I CCD images were taken in 2016/17 with
the FOcal Reducer and low dispersion Spectrograph (FORS2)
mounted on the UT1 of the Very Large Telescope (VLT) of the
European Southern Observatory (ESO). The FORS2 camera has
a 6′.8 × 6′.8 field of view and is equipped with a mosaic of two
2k × 4k MIT CCDs, which when used with standard resolution
(SR) and 2 × 2 binning offers a scale of 0′′.25 per pixel. The tar-
gets were centered on Chip 1, so that Chip 2 is free from the stars
Fig. 1. Left column: r-band DECam images of dwarf galaxy candidates
dw1325-33 (top), dw1335-29 (middle) and dw1340-30 (bottom) taken
from Müller et al. (2015). Right column: deep, high resolution FORS2
VLT images of the same objects resolve the brightest stars in the dwarf
galaxies, except in the case of dw1325-33 (see section 2.4 for more
details). All images are oriented with North up and East to the left. They
have 2 arcmin on each side.
of the galaxies and can be used as reference frame for estimating
the contamination of Galactic foreground stars.
In Table 1 we provide a log book of the science observations.
The original request was for three V-band frames of 750 sec and
12 exposures in I-band of 231 sec for each target. A first set of
V-band images for dw1335-29 was taken under seeing condi-
tions slightly outside the requested constraint of . 0′′.6, and thus
was repeated later. In the case of dw1340-30, a single V band
exposure was acquired with 0′′.7 seeing before the sequence was
aborted. The whole sequence was repeated later. These two sets
of additional V band images added additional frames and ex-
posure time, which turned out to be useful for the stellar pho-
tometry. The combined best seeing FORS2 images produced are
shown on the right hand side of Fig. 1.
2.1. Data Reduction and Calibration
Data reduction was carried out within the Image Reduction and
Analysis Facility (IRAF) software (Tody 1993). A median com-
bined stack of 10 bias frames was used to create a master bias.
This was subtracted from all other images. Master flat fields were
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Table 1. Observation summary for the three dwarf galaxy candidates.
α2000 δ2000 Observing Instrument Exposure Filter Airmass Image quality
(hh:mm:ss) (dd:mm:ss) Date time (s) (arcsec)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
dw1325-33
13:25:41 −33:00:25 8/9 Apr 2016 FORS2 3 × 750 V 1.01 0.6
8/9 Apr 2016 FORS2 12 × 231 I 1.12 0.6
dw1335-29
13:35:46 −29:43:50 7/8 Apr 2016 FORS2 3 × 750 V 1.16 0.7
7/8 Apr 2016 FORS2 12 × 231 I 1.07 0.5
8/9 Apr 2016 FORS2 3 × 750 V 1.02 0.5
dw1340-30
13:40:19 −30:21:35 13/14 Apr 2016 FORS2 12 × 231 I 1.05 0.3 - 0.5
29/30 Apr 2016 FORS2 1 × 750 V 1.01 0.7
29/30 Jan 2017 FORS2 3 × 750 V 1.27 0.6
Notes. (1)+(2): Coordinates of the candidates in the epoch J2000; (3) Date of observation; (4): Instrument used for the observation; (5): Exposures
taken during the night; (6) Filter used for the observation; (7) Mean airmass during the observation; and (8): Average image quality measured on
images.
then created by combining five twilight flats for each filter us-
ing an average sigma clipping algorithm to reject any residual
faint stars, bad pixels and cosmic rays. These calibration images
where then used to process individual science frames and the
photometric standard star fields.
The photometric calibration was based on standard star ob-
servations from the ESO calibration plan. The photometric stan-
dard star fields taken in the VI-bands during each of our ob-
serving nights are listed in Table 21. We derived the zero points
ZPV,I and extinction coefficients kV,I (Table 3) by comparing our
standard star measurements to the values in the Stetson standard
star catalogue (Stetson 2000), and found them to be consistent
with values available from the ESO Quality Control webpages,
as well as with an independent cross-calibration based on our
DECam images. The photometry was calibrated using the for-
mulae:
V = Vinstr + ZPV − kV · XV − AV + 2.5 · log10(t)
I = Iinstr + ZPI − kI · XI − AI + 2.5 · log10(t)
where the exposure time t is given for a single (reference) expo-
sure (750 and 231 seconds for V and I, respectively), AV and AI
are the Galactic extinction values based on the reddening map
by Schlegel et al. (1998) and the correction coefficients from
Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011), and the airmass (XV , XI) of a cho-
sen reference exposure is used.
2.2. Photometry
We carried out photometric measurements for all stars on the
bias subtracted and flat-fielded science images using the stan-
dalone version of DAOPHOT2 (Stetson 1987) package, which
is particularly well suited for crowded fields. The steps carried
out include detection of point sources, aperture photometry with
a small aperture and then point-spread function (PSF) model-
ing. We modeled a PSF using 50 isolated bona fide stars across
the field on every individual science frame. To check the quality
1 Standard star observations from 29/30 Jan 2017 were not used. We
preferred to calibrate both V and I-band images of dw1340-30 with
respect to the April 2016 observations, due to the lack of I-band ob-
servations after the M1 mirror recoating in August 2016, which would
introduce an unknown color-term.
Table 2. Observation log for standard star fields.
Date Field Airmass Filters
7/8 Apr PG 1323 1.07 V & I
2016 IC 4499 1.87 V & I
NGC 2437 1.02 V & I
8/9 Apr E5 1.62 V & I
2016 E7 1.27 V & I
E7 1.08 V & I
13/14 Apr NGC 5139 1.10 I
2016 IC 4499 1.87 I
29/30 Apr NGC 2818 1.03 V
2016 NGC 5139 1.78 V
E7 1.26 V
Table 3. Calibration coefficients.
dw1325-33 dw1335-29 dw1340-30
ZPV (mag) 27.889 (0.003) 27.887 (0.003) 27.888 (0.004)
ZPI (mag) 27.334 (0.004) 27.343 (0.004) 27.333 (0.003)
kV 0.121 (0.003) 0.108 (0.001) 0.132 (0.003)
kI 0.056 (0.003) 0.068 (0.002) 0.075 (0.002)
XV 1.011 1.010 1.050
XI 1.157 1.093 1.065
AV (mag) 0.147 0.125 0.158
AI (mag) 0.081 0.069 0.087
of the PSF model we visually inspected the residual images of
all chosen stars and rejected those with a strong residual. From
the best V and I frames ( f whm < 2.3 px on average for un-
saturated stars) a single deep image was produced using MON-
TAGE2. On this deep image the DAOPHOT2 routines FIND,
PHOT and ALLSTAR were run to produce the deepest possi-
ble point source catalog. This catalog was then used as input
for simultaneous PSF fitting on every science frame using ALL-
FRAME. The resulting catalogs for each individual image were
average combined per filter with the DAOMATCH and DAO-
MASTER routines keeping only those measurements that had
been detected on 2/3 of all input images for the given filter. Fi-
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nally, stars detected within 1 pix tolerance from both V and I
lists were combined to make the master catalogue.
To further purge the master catalog from non-stellar or
blended sources, only stars with good shape parameters were in-
cluded. The constraints were the following: the value for χ had to
be smaller than 1.5, sharpness had to be between −2 and 2, the
magnitude errors were only allowed to deviate 50% from the best
fitting value at a given magnitude. To explain the latter more pre-
cisely: we fitted an exponential function through the magnitude
errors (as function of the measured magnitude) and defined the
intervals from 0.5 to 1.5 times the fitted value as the locus within
which we keep the detected objects as bona-fide stars. In total
a star has to fulfill all these constraints to remain in the master
catalog. See Fig. 2 for an illustration of the different constraints
in the case of dw1335-29. The plume of objects with high χ val-
ues (red symbols in the upper left panel of Fig. 2) and positive
sharpness values are likely background galaxies and thus are
removed from the catalog.
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Fig. 2. Selection of bona fide stars from the master catalogue of
dw1335-29 (see text). The black dots correspond to stars that fulfill all
point source constraints and remain in the catalog, while the red dots
are rejected objects.
2.3. Completeness and error analysis
We performed artificial star tests to assess the detection com-
pleteness and characterize the measurement errors for our PSF
photometry. For that purpose, we generated 900 artificial stars,
all with the same magnitude for each 0.5 magnitude bin between
20–28 mag. These stars were then uniformly spread over the field
and added to every individual science frame, distributing them
on a hexagonal grid with a random starting position. The angu-
lar separation between stars corresponds to twice the PSF fitting
radius, such that the artificial stars do not increase the natural
crowding. The dithering offsets between frames were carefully
taken into account to ensure that each artificial star is added in
every science frame at the exact same sky position. The same
PSF photometry pipeline as used before is then applied on ev-
ery image with artificial stars added for each magnitude iteration
of the interval, with the only exception that the PSF model con-
structed in the scientific photometry is used as there is no need to
re-derive it. The recovery rate for the artificially created stars, to-
gether with the difference between input and output magnitudes
are presented for dw1335-29 and dw1340-30 in Fig. 3. The plot
on the top presents the completeness curves of our star detection
algorithm, the bottom plot gives the error of our PSF photometry
as a function of input magnitude.
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Fig. 3. Results of our artificial star tests for I (red) and V (blue) bands
(circles and straight line for dw1335-29, triangles and dashed line for
dw1340-30). Upper: The recovery rate of the artificial stars induced into
the science frames as a function of the input magnitude. The 50% level
is highlighted with the black horizontal line. Bottom: The difference
between the input magnitude and measured magnitude as a function of
input magnitude.
For the dw1335-29 data the completeness drops below 50%
at 24.6 mag in I and at 26.3 mag in V . The measured PSF-based
photometry error starts to grow at 24.0 mag for I, and 25.5 mag
for V . For dw1340-30 the completeness drops below 50% at
24.9 mag in I and 25.9 mag in V , the error starts at 24.3 mag in
I and 24.9 mag in V , respectively. We note that for dw1340-30
the error drops before the final rise, meaning that we underesti-
mate the measured magnitude. However, within the uncertainty
the mean value still agrees with unity. At these magnitude steps
we find a systematic dependence of the photometry along the y-
axis of the chip which is not apparent within other magnitude
steps. We further note that we reach a deeper I band limit for
dw1340-30, which is due to better seeing conditions.
2.4. The case of dw1325-33
The third dwarf galaxy candidate, dw1325-33, could not be re-
solved into individual stars with our data. The reason is not as
simple as the candidate not being a nearby dwarf galaxy, al-
though this is also a possible explanation. The presence of a
higher underlying sky background (in excess of 16,700 ADU
compared to ∼ 13, 000 ADU in the other two galaxies) prevented
detection of faint stars in the images. There is also a strong radial
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Fig. 4. Distribution of stars (red and blue dots) with I-band magnitudes in the range 24 to 25.5, underlaid by a 2D histogram that represents the
local star density (stars per 156 arcsec2). The cross marks the nominal center of the galaxy and the circle has a radius of 50′′ (=200 px). The left
panels of Fig. 5 shows the CMD of all stars detected within that radius. The two outer circles (dashed lines) define an annulus with the same area
as the inner circle. This area is used for statistical decontamination of the CMDs, and the annulus has the inner radius at the location corresponding
to four times the effective radius (Müller et al. 2015) of the corresponding galaxy. Stars in the annulus were used to construct the CMD of Galactic
foreground stars in the direction of the dwarf galaxy.
gradient in the background light. We modeled this with IRAF’s
imsurfit command and stacked the resulting images. There is in-
deed a low-surface brightness feature at the position of the can-
didate, but the quality of the image is too low to perform reli-
able photometric measurements. With our current observations
we cannot rule out nor confirm the possibility that this candidate
is a member of the Centaurus group. We applied our artificial
stars analysis to estimate the detection limit within the field of
dw1325-33, see Fig. 5 for the results. We are not able to detect
stars (10% detection rate) fainter than 24.8 mag, corresponding
to a distance of 6.0 Mpc for the TRGB. Considering the steeply
dropping completeness below the 50% limit of I=24.4 mag, we
conservatively set a lower limit for the dw1325-33 distance to
5.3 Mpc.
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Fig. 5. Results of our artificial star tests for I (red line) and V (blue
dashed line) bands for dw1325-33.
3. Results
In the following subsections we re-detect the dwarf galaxies
as stellar over-densities in the deep CCD images, present their
color-magnitude diagrams and measure the TRGB distance from
the I-band luminosity function.
3.1. Stellar overdensity
When star clusters and nearby dwarf galaxies are resolved into
individual stars they can be detected as stellar overdensities su-
perimposed on the Milky Way’s foreground star population (e.g.
Belokurov et al. 2007; Kim & Jerjen 2015; Kim et al. 2016).
Similarly, but given the much smaller spatial extent and thus sig-
nificantly lower amount of foreground+background contamina-
tion, we blindly detect the dwarf galaxy candidates dw1335-29
and dw1340-30 in our CCD images as pronounced stellar over-
densities.
In Fig. 4 we show the distribution of all stars within 24 < I <
25.5 mag. In this magnitude range we expect the TRGB stars at
the distance of the M 83 subgroup (see below). The star density
is shown in gray scale and sampled on a grid using 50 × 50 px
bins. There are clear overdensities of stars at the positions of the
dwarf candidates, as expected if the stars are associated to the
galaxies and resolved into individual stars. We note that we find
the same overdensity when removing the magnitude constraint
for the stars. The estimated radius of the galaxy, where the over-
density is not distinguishable from the foreground population is
indicated as solid circle (radius of 50′′ corresponding to 200 px),
in comparison to the estimated half light radii of 20′′ and 17′′ for
dw1335-29 and dw1340-30, respectively (Müller et al. 2015).
To determine the center of the stellar overdensity we used a
k-means algorithm, which samples a set of data into k clusters
and minimizes the sum of the distances of each data point to
the center of the cluster. Using k = 1 we can exploit this algo-
rithms capability to find the center of the galaxy. The centers
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are at (α2000=13:35:46, δ2000=−29:42:28) for dw1335-29 and
(α2000=13:40:19, δ2000=−30:21:31) for dw1340-30, respectively,
which agree with the centers estimated in Müller et al. (2015)
based on galaxy surface photometry.
3.2. Color-magnitude diagrams
Having performed the stellar photometry on Chips 1 and 2 in
Section 2 and re-detected the galaxies as stellar over-densities in
Section 3.1 it is possible to establish the color-magnitude dia-
gram (CMD) for each dwarf galaxy. For that purpose, we con-
sidered all stars within a circle of radius 50′′ (indicated as circle
in Fig. 4), corresponding to the approximate extent of the galaxy
(2.5rh). Another CMD was created for the reference field area,
which has been selected to have the same size by placing an
annulus around the galaxy (indicated as dashed ring in Fig. 4),
where the stellar population of the dwarf galaxies should not af-
fect the CMD. Both CMDs are presented in Fig 6. Comparing
the field CMD to the galaxy CMD it becomes clear that a signif-
icant number of foreground stars contaminates the CMD of the
galaxy.
To clean the CMD of the galaxy from foreground stars we
statistically subtracted stars using the field CMD. For every star
in the field CMD the star with the closest matching magnitude
and color from the galaxy CMD was removed, but only if it the
magnitude difference was smaller than the photometric error at
given magnitude (a superposition of the systematic error and its
corresponding standard deviation, see Fig. 3). As the field stars
are evenly distributed and we use the same area for both CMDs
this should statistically clean the galaxy from foreground stars.
In Fig. 6 right side we present the remaining stars after the sub-
traction. In the case of dw1335-29 90 stars remain in the CMD
and 42 stars are removed, for dw1340-30 167 stars remain and
51 stars are removed. The high number of subtracted stars is not
surprising as the targets are relatively close to the Milky Way
plane (b = 32.2, and b = 31.3). Additionally the projected dis-
tance to M 83 is only ∼20 kpc, and ∼85 kpc for dw1335-29 and
dw1340-30, respectively, meaning that there is some contribu-
tion of M 83 stars expected in the CMDs. This presence of M 83
extended halo stars that may vary across the field is an additional
reason to select the "field" area not too far from the dwarf.
3.3. TRGB distance
The tip of the red giant branch (TRGB) method has become
the method of choice to measure distances in the Local Volume
since the method was established in the early 90-ies (Da Costa
& Armandroff 1990; Lee et al. 1993). There is a sharp cut-off in
the luminosity function at the bright end of the first ascent giant
branch. This is a well-understood phenomenon: on their evolu-
tionary path the red giants leave the red giant branch after the
helium flash occurs. This physical process can be exploited as a
standard candle. The turn-off of the red giant branch happens at
the absolute magnitude of MI ∼ −4. The TRGB method is on
par with RR Lyrae and Cepheid distance estimates with a typical
uncertainty of 5 percent (Lee et al. 1993; Mould & Sakai 2009;
Beaton et al. 2016).
In practice the tip magnitude of the RGB can be estimated
by constructing the I-band luminosity function for all stars in the
galaxy (0.9 < V − I < 2.0) and convolving it with a Sobel edge
kernel [−2, 0, 2] (Lee et al. 1993). The maximum of the convo-
lution indicates the position of the TRGB, while the width of the
peak is an estimate of the uncertainty. The LF was constructed
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Fig. 6. Extinction-corrected color-magnitude diagrams of dw1335-29
(top) and dw1340-30 (bottom). Indicated with dashed lines is the
V − I < 0.9 mag boundary. Left: CMD for stars inside a radial aperture
of 50′′. Middle: Stars within the reference aperture used for the back-
ground subtraction. Right: Stars remaining after statistical cleaning of
the CMD.
using a bin width of 0.05 mag, see Fig. 7. The statistically sub-
tracted CMD was used to construct the LF. The maximum of the
edge detection is measured for both galaxies, dw1335-29 and
dw1340-30 at I = 24.425 mag. We use the middle of the bin to
estimate the edge.
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Fig. 7. The I-band stellar luminosity function for dw1335-29 (top)
and dw1340-30 (bottom). Each panel shows the observed (bold line)
and completeness-corrected (thin line) luminosity functions to the point
where the completeness drops bellow 30%. The corresponding signals
from the Sobel edge detection are shown below the respective luminos-
ity function. The maximum (dashed line) indicates the location of the
TRGB.
To calibrate the derived TRGB magnitudes we used the equa-
tions provided by Bellazzini et al. (2004) and Rizzi et al. (2007):
MTRGBI = −4.05 + 0.217[(V − I)0 − 1.6]
(V − I)0 = 0.581[Fe/H]2 + 2.472[Fe/H] + 4.013
To estimate the mean metallicities [Fe/H] for the dwarfs we fitted
theoretical BaSTI isochrones (Pietrinferni et al. 2004) to mean
RGB color (Fig. 8). For dw1335-29 a metallicity of [Fe/H] =
−1.79 dex is estimated, corresponding to a calibrated absolute
TRGB magnitude of MI = −4.08±0.02 mag, which gives a fi-
nal distance of 5.03±0.24 Mpc. For dw1340-30 the metallicity
is [Fe/H] = −2.27 dex, the calibrated absolute TRGB magni-
tude of MI = −4.09±0.02 mag and a final distance estimate of
5.06±0.24 Mpc. These distances put them within the virial ra-
dius of M 83 (Müller et al. 2015), making them satellite galaxies
of M 83. Information on the dwarfs are shown in Table 4. The es-
timated metallicities lie well within the metallicity - luminosity
relation for dwarf galaxies (McConnachie 2012).
3.4. TRGB error estimation
The error budget for the TRGB magnitude comes from different
sources, i.e. the uncertainties in the zero points, the PSF photom-
etry, the TRGB calibration and the Sobel edge detection. The er-
ror in the zero point estimation derives from the standard frames
uncertainties (Section. 2.1) and is IZP,error = 0.02 mag. The error
in the PSF photometry can be estimated with the results from the
artificial star test (Section. 2.3) and is at the position of the TRGB
Ips f ,error = 0.08 mag. The uncertainty in the TRGB calibration
provided by Rizzi et al. (2007) together with the contribution of
the uncertainty in the metallicity is Icalib,error = 0.02 mag. The
uncertainty of the Sobel edge detection is given by the bin width
and is IS obel,error = 0.05 mag. Additionally, Jang et al. (2018)
argue that “due to the inability to distinguish the location of the
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Fig. 8. Cleaned, extinction-corrected color-magnitude diagram with the
best-fitting isochrone (line) for dw1335-29 (left) ad dw1340-30 (right).
For dw1335-29 we overplot the HST photometry (red) kindly provided
by Andreia Carrillo. The dashed line corresponds to the best-fitting
isochrone [Fe/H]=-1.266 by Carrillo et al. (2017).
peak within the set binning strategy" 50% of the bin width should
be added to the error budget, corresponding to 0.025 mag in our
analysis. Overall we obtain a total uncertainty of Ierr = 0.10 mag
at the distance of the dwarf galaxies, corresponding to a distance
uncertainty of 0.24 Mpc.
Table 4. Properties of the two confirmed dwarf galaxies.
dw1335-29 dw1340-30
RA (J2000) 13:35:46 13:40:19
DEC (J2000) −29:42:28 −30:21:31
ITRGB (mag) 24.43±0.10 24.43±0.10
MTRGBI (mag) −4.08 ± 0.02 −4.09 ± 0.02
(m − M)0 (mag) 28.51±0.13 28.52±0.03
Distance (Mpc) 5.03±0.24 5.06±0.24
AV , AI (mag) 0.125, 0.069 0.158, 0.087
[Fe/H] (dex) −1.79 ± 0.4 −2.27 ± 0.4
MV (mag) −10.25 ± 0.3 −10.79 ± 0.3
LV (106 M) 1.08 ± 0.3 1.77 ± 0.3
re f f ,r (pc) 493 ± 32 414 ± 32
4. Discussion
In this section we compare our photometry and results with pre-
vious work and discuss the spatial distribution of the new M 83
satellites.
4.1. Comparison to HST distance of dw1335-29
Carrillo et al. (2017) independently discovered the dwarf galaxy
dw1335-29 at the edge of an HST image taken as part of the
GHOSTS survey (Radburn-Smith et al. 2011). As the galaxy
was only partially covered by the CCD chip they conducted
follow-up observations using the VLT/VIMOS instrument to
measure its total brightness and structural parameters. They
also reported a TRGB distance based on HST photometry of
5.01+0.74−0.22 Mpc, which is in excellent agreement with our value
of 5.03±0.24 Mpc. This agreement demonstrates that high qual-
ity images from the VLT can successfully be used to measure
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TRGB distances out to ∼ 5 − 6 Mpc. In Fig. 8 we overlay
the HST photometry (kindly provided by Andreia Carrillo) on
our VLT photometry. It is noteworthy that our estimate of the
metallicity is slightly different to that of Carrillo et al. (2017)
([Fe/H]=-1.8 dex opposed to [Fe/H]=-1.3 dex), although they are
consistent within the measurement errors. We converted the HST
F606W and F814W photometry to VI using a formula provided
by Rejkuba et al. (paper in preparation). Using the the metal-
licity of [Fe/H]=-1.3 dex provided by Carrillo et al. (2017) we
estimate a TRGB distance of 4.87±0.24 Mpc, still well within
the error estimate.
4.2. Tidal features?
The dwarfs are close to M 83 and are potentially tidally dis-
turbed. In Fig 4 we plotted the star map between I=24.0 mag and
I=25.5 mag. Additionally, we color code the stars correspond-
ing to a mask around the best fitting isochrone of the respective
dwarf galaxy in red, i.e. the expected RGB stars. In the field
around the galaxies we find no significant stellar overdensity.
However, within the galaxy dw1340-30 there is a small lopsid-
edness of RGB stars in the direction South-East. Re-estimating
the center with only the RGB stars gives a deviation from the
previous established center of 3.2′′. Interestingly, this lopsided-
ness is aligned with the connection line between M 83 (to the
North-West) and dw1340-30.
4.3. Spatial distribution
Both dw1335-29 and dw1340-30 lie inside the virial radius of
M 83 (210 kpc; Müller et al. 2015) with a 3 dimensional separa-
tion of 130 kpc and 180 kpc to M 83, respectively, making them
satellites of the M 83 subgroup and members of the Centaurus
group.
Carrillo et al. (2017) found in dw1335-29 a relatively small
but significant number of blue stars that are statistically con-
sistent with being young upper main sequence members of the
dwarf resulting from a constant star formation history. Hence
dw1335-29 is either a dwarf irregular or transition type dwarf.
Carrillo et al. (2017) noted that the presence of young stars is
puzzling given the close proximity with only ∼26 kpc projected
distance to M 83, and provided to possible explanations: either
the real separation is larger than the projected or M 83 is ex-
tremely inefficient in quenching star formation. The former idea
is supported by the lack of tidal features within the dwarf galaxy,
and consistent with our estimate of the 3D separation of 130 kpc.
We further note that if there is ongoing star formation there must
be gas. However, none of the candidates were detected in HI
(with an upper limit of MHI < 8.5×106 M, Müller et al. 2017a).
In Fig. 9 we present the 3 dimensional distribution of the
M 83 subgroup in supergalactic coordinates. Noteworthy is the
physical separation between dw1335-29 and KK208 of only
28 kpc. This is indeed remarkably close. KK208 is a peculiar
object, as it lacks a well defined center and is stretched over 10
arc minutes (corresponding to 15 kpc at a distance of 5 Mpc).
It was resolved into individual stars with HST (Karachentsev
et al. 2002). Karachentsev et al. (2002). The authors suggest that
this object is tidally disrupted by M 83 similar as the Sagittarius
galaxy by the Milky Way (Ibata et al. 1994). In Fig. 10 we show a
DECam image that includes dw1335-29, KK208, and M 83. We
note that Carrillo et al. (2017) refer to KK208 as a tidal stream.
We follow the same conclusion that there is no visible connec-
tion between the two objects.
As there is strong evidence that the Cen A subgroup hosts a
plane of satellites (Tully et al. 2015; Müller et al. 2016) one may
wonder if such an arrangement is found also in the M 83 sub-
group. However, there are two major caveats that make it rather
difficult to answer this question – the virial radius of M 83 is only
210 kpc compared to ≈ 300 kpc of Cen A, meaning that a plane-
of-satellites around M 83 would be smaller compared to Cen A’s
plane (rms major axis length of 309 kpc Müller et al. 2016), and
M 83 is 1.2 Mpc farther away, systematically increasing the er-
ror in the distance measurements (around 40 percent in absolute
distance uncertainties). At the distance of M 83, a typical dis-
tance uncertainty of ±0.3 Mpc is already covering the full virial
radius. In Fig. 9 we projected the dwarf satellites onto the galac-
tic plane. Using a singular value decomposition as described in
Müller et al. (2016) we fit a plane through the M 83 subgroup and
estimate a rms thickness of 20.4 kpc, considering all 6 galaxies
(KK 208, M 83, NGC 5264, KK 218, dw 1340-30, and dw 1335-
29) within 210 kpc (= the virial radius of M 83 Müller et al.
(2015)) and rms = 55 kpc for galaxies within 600 kpc (while
removing HIDEEP J1337-33 from the analysis as this dwarf is
≈ 300 kpc away from the estimated plane). In comparison: the
Milky Way plane has a rms thickness of 19.9 kpc , the An-
dromeda plane a rms thickness of 13.6 kpc (Pawlowski et al.
2013), the Cen A plane a rms thickness of 69 kpc (Müller et al.
2016), and the plane around M 101 a rms thickness of 46.0 kpc
(Müller et al. 2017b).
5. Summary and conclusions
We have resolved the two dwarf galaxy candidates dw1335-29
and dw1340-30 (Müller et al. 2015) into individual stars, using
the FORS2 instrument mounted at the VLT. With these deep im-
ages we derived their distances and mean metallicities and con-
firmed them to be members of the M 83 subgroup in the Cen-
taurus group. The third dwarf candidate dw1325-33 could not
be resolved into individual stars, due to increased sky bright-
ness preventing sufficiently deep photometry. When comparing
to similar group studies, i.e. the M 81 group (Chiboucas et al.
2009; Crnojevic´ et al. 2014) or the M 101 group (Merritt et al.
2014; Danieli et al. 2017), a confirmation rate of ∼67% is ex-
pected and achieved.
Future follow-up observations for the numerous remaining
dwarf galaxy candidates are necessary to create a complete pic-
ture of the Centaurus group. As most of the remaining dwarf
galaxy candidates will be associated to the closer Cen A sub-
group, resolving their individual red giant branch stars will
be easier to achieve assuming a similar observation strategy
we used with the VLT. At the Centaurus A distance the RGB
tip magnitude is approximately 0.4 mag brighter at MI,TRGB =
24.05 ± 0.05 (Rejkuba et al. 2005). The other members of this
subgroup are expected at a similar distance, implying that their
RGB tip is well within our detection and completeness limits.
Why is it important to aim for a well sampled census of the
Centaurus group dwarfs? Apart from studying the star formation
history and the metallicity distribution of the group (Rejkuba
et al. 2006; Crnojevic´ et al. 2010, 2011b,a, 2012), which is in
itself an interesting topic, the Centaurus group provides an ex-
cellent testbed to study cosmological model predictions, e.g. the
phase-space correlation of the Cen A satellite galaxies (Müller
et al. 2018). Such results rest fundamentally on the number of
accurate distance measurements and can be affected by small
number statistics. However, if the co-rotating planar structure is
true, the addition of new data will increase its significance and
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Fig. 9. Distribution of the M 83 subgroup in supergalactic coordinates,
centered at M 83. Data taken from to the LV catalog. The big black dot
is M 83, the small dots are dwarf galaxies. Top: satellites within the
virial radius (210 kpc) are connected to M 83 with a thin black line. The
dwarfs are projected onto the galactic plane (SGX-SGY plane). The po-
sition of the two confirmed dwarf galaxies (red triangles) are indicated
with the gray dashed line. The position of KK208 is color-coded in blue.
The black dashed line corresponds to our line-of-sight to M 83. Bottom:
the projections onto the SGX-SGY, SGZ-SGY, and SGX-SGZ planes,
respectively, together with their 5% distance uncertainty (dashed lines).
further support this finding. It is therefore a crucial task to con-
tinue measuring distances for as many candidates as possible.
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Fig. 10. DECam field in r around M 83 (Müller et al. 2015), containing the tidally disrupted dwarf KK208 and dw1335-29. In the bottom left
corner is M 83.
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